How
C.I.A. Put 'Instant Air Force' Into Congo
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Intervention, Invasion, Spying All in a Day's Work
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ther government agencies, the
C.I.A. soon found Joseph Mobutu, Vic tor Nendaka and
Albert Ndele. Their eventual
emergence as President of the
country, Minister of Trata.tion and head of the na nal
bank, respectively, prove a
tribute to the Americans'..agment and tactics.
'Trpervasive was the C.I.A.
influence that the agency was
widely accused of the assassination of Moscow's man, Premier
Patrice Lumumba. Correspondents who were in the oCongo
are convinced the C.I.A. had
nothing to do with the murder,
though it did play a major role
in establishing Cyrille Adoula
as Mr. Lumumba's successor for
a time.
Money and shiny American ,
automobiles, furnished through
the logistic wizardry of Lang- -ley, are said to have been thei)
.deciding factors in the vote that
'brought Mr. Adoula to power.
Russian, Czechslovak. Egyptian
and Ghanaian agents were
, simply outbid where they could
not be outmaneuvered.
In one test after Mr. Adoula
had been elected, rival agents of
East and West almost stumbled
over each other rushing in and
out of parliamentary delegates'
homes. On the day of the roilall, American and Czech reproentatives sat one seat apart in
e gallery with lists of memo
veear athem
an
ghee-at eachturned out
tfi
c whenever
intoiwn
dhi
rsgePw
itim
reled
o have been picked off by the
then Ultimately Mr. Adoula
on by four votes.
More Than Money
By the Congo period, however, the men at Langley say
they had learned that their
earlier instincts to try to solve
nasty political problems with
money alone had been overtaken
by the recognition of the need
for far more sophisticated and
enduring forms of influence.
( "Purchased?" one American
'commented. "You can't even
ese guys for the afterthese
noon."
And so the C.I.A. kept growing in size and scope.
By the time Molse Tshombe
had returned to power in the
Congo — through American
acquiescence, it not design it became apparent that hastily
supplied arms and planes, as
well as dollars and cars, would
be needed to protect the American-sponsored government In
" Leopoldville,
This, apparently, was a job

I

or the Defense Department, but

American
f o avoid a too obvious
and in the inter.involvement,

sts of speed and efficiency,
the Government again turned
to the C.I.A.
The agency had the tools. It
knew the Cubans in Miami and
their abilities as pilots. It had
the front organizations through
which they could be recruited,
paid and serviced,
It could engage 20 British
mechanics without legal complications and furnish the tactical expertise from its own
ranks or from Americans under
contract.
Moreover, some C.I.A. agents
' eventually felt compelled to fly
some combat missions them• -selves in support of South African and Rhodesian mercenaries.
The State Department denied
l this at first — then insisted
- the Americans be kept out of
combat.
But it was pleased by the overall success of the operation, in
which no planes were lost and
all civilian targets were avoided.
Meanwhile, In Other Areas.In the years of the Congo
effort, the C.I.A. was also sameglIng Tibetans In and out of
Communist China, drawing
secrets from Col. Oleg Penkovsky of Soviet military intelligence. spying on Soviet missile
build-ups and withdrawals in
Cuba, masterminding scores of
lesser operations, analyzing the
world's press and radio broadcasts, predicting the longevity
of the world's major political
leaders, keeping track of the
world's arms traffic and
of many arms manufacturing
enterprises and supplying a
staggering flow of information,
rumor, gossip and analysis tb
the President and all major departments of government.
For all this, the C.I.A.
employs about 15,000 persons
and spends about a half billion
dollars a year.
Its headquarters, the brain
and nerve center, the information repository of this sprawling intelligence and operations
system, is a modern, eight-story
building of precast concrete and
inset windows — a somewhat
superior example of the faceless
Federal style — set in 140 acres
of lawn and woodland overlooking the south bank of the
' Potomac eight miles from downtown Washington.
In this sylvan setting, somewhat resembling an English
deer park, about 8,000 C.I.A.
employes — the top managers,
the planners and the analysts
—live, if not a cloistered life,
at least a kind of atademic one
with the materials they are
studying or the plans they may
be hatching.
Formerly, the C.I.A. was scattered through many buildings in
downtown Washington, which
increased the problems and expense of security.
In the early nineteen-fifties,
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a $30-million appropriation for
new, unitary headquarters
w
inserted without 'dentition in the budget of another
envy—and promptly knocked
t by a Congressional cornittee so befuddled by C.I.A.
Crecy that It did not know
at the item was for.
When Allen' W. Dulles, then
director of the C.I.A., came
back in 1956 with more
candor, he asked for $50,million, and Congress gave him
$46-million. He justified the
bite that he proposed to take
out of a 750-acre Government
reservation on the Potomac by
saying the site with "Its isolation, topography and heavy
forestation" would provide the
agency with the required security.
While the whitish-gray building is undoubtedly as secure
as fences, guards, safes and
elaborate electronic devices can
make it, the location is hardly
a secret. A large sign on the
George Washington Parkway
pointing to "Central Intelligence Agency" has been removed, but thousands of people
know you can still get to the
same building by turning off on
the same road, now marked by
the sign ''BPR" —"Bureau of
Public Roads."
There, beyond the affable
guard at the gate, is the large,
rectangular structure with four
wings, the ground-level windows barred, which stands as
the visible symbol of what is
supposed to be an invisible operation.
For organizational purposes,
C.I.A. headquarters is divided
into four divisions, each under
a deputy director — plans, intelligence. science and technology, and support.
What the Divisions Do
The Division of Science and
Technology is responsible for
keeping current on developing
techniques in science and
weapons, including nuclear
weapons, and for analyzing
photos taken by U-2 reconnalasance planes and by space satellites.
The Division of Support is
responsible for procuring equipment and for logistics, communications and security, including the C.I.A. codes.
The Division of Plans and the
Division of Intelligence perform the basic functions of the
agency. They represent the
alpha and omega, the hand and
brain, the dagger and the lamp,
the melodrama and the monograph of the intelligence profession. Their presence under
one roof has caused much of the
controversy that has swirled
about the C.I.A. since the Bay
of Pigs.
It is the responsibility of the
Intelligence Division to assemble, analyze and evaluate information from all sources, and
to produce daily and periodical

intelligence
country, person or situation for
the President and the_National
Security Council, the President's
top advisory group on defense
and foreign policy.
All information — military,
political, economic, scientific,
industrial — is grist for this
division's mill. Perhaps no more
than one-fifth — by volume and
not necessarily importance —
comes from agents overseas
under varying depths of. eaves.,
Most " information Is culled
from foreign newspapers, sdentitle journals, ledustry publications, the reports of other
Government departments and
intelligence services and foreign
broadcasts monitored by C.I.A.
stations around the world.
All Sorts of Experts
The Intelligence Division is
organized by geographical sections that are served by resident
specialists from almost every
profession and discipline — linguists. , chemists, physicists,
biologists, geographers, engineers, psychiatrists and even
agronomists, geologists andl
foresters.
Some of the achievements of
these experts are prodigious,
if reports filtering through the
secrecy screen are even half
accurate. For Instance:
€1From ordinarily available
information, reliable actuarial
and life-expectancy studies have
been prepared on major foreign
leaders.
Inn the case of one leader,
from not-so-ordinarily available
information, physicians gleaned
important health data; They
made a urinalysis from a specimen stolen from a hospital in
Vienna where the great man
being treated,.
gC.I.Pe shipping experts,
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rough sheer expertise, spotthe first shipment of Soviet
assWto Cuba before the vessels
had cleared the Black Sea.
olSome anthropologists at
C.I.A. headquarters devote their
time to helpful studies of such
minor — but strategically cru_ dal — societies as those of the
hill tribes of Laos and Vietnam.
110xle woman has spent her
professional lifetime In the
agency doing nothing but collecting, studying, collating,
analyzing and reporting on
everything that can be learned
about President Sukarno of Indonesia — "and- I mean everything," one official reported.
Heavy With Ph.D.'s
It is the agency's boast that
it could staff any college from
its analysts, 50 per cent of
whom have advanced degrees
and 30 per cent of whom have
doctorates.
Sixty per cent of the Intelligence Division personnel have
served 10 years. Twenty-five
per cent have been with the
C.I.A. since 1947, when the

agency was established. The
heaviest recruiting occurred
during the Korean War primarily, but by no means
exclusively, among Ivy League
graduates.
The Division of Plans is a
cover title for what is actually
the division of secret operations, or "dirty tricks." It is
charged with all those stratagems and wiles — some as old
as those of Rehab and some 215
new as satellites — associated
with the black and despised nets
of espionage and subversion_
The operations of the C.I.A.
go far beyond the hiring and
training of spies who seek out
informers and defectors.
It was the Plans Division that
set up clandestine "black" radio
stations In the Middle East to
counter the propaganda and the
open incitements to revolution
and murder by President Garnet
Atrdel Na.sser's Radio Cairo.
t was the Plans Division that
erminded the ouster of the
enz government in Guatela in 1954, the overthrow of
emler Mohammed Mossadegh
i Iran in 1953 (two notable
s Ceases) and the Bay of Pigs
in salon in 1981 (a resounding
failure).
' Among the triumphs of the
Plans Division are the development of the U-2 high-altitude
plane, which, between 1958 and
May, 1980, when Francis Gary
Powers was shot down by a
Soviet rocket, photographed
much of the Soviet Union; the
digging of a tunnel into East
Berlin from which C.I.A. agents
tapped telephone cables leading
to Soviet military headquarters
in the acquisition of a. copy of
Premier Khrushcev's secret
speech to the 20th party congress in 1958 denouncing Stalin's excesses and brutalities.
Liberals in the C.I.A.
The C.I.A. analysts of the
Intelligence Division, in the
opinion of many experts, are
aware of the embedded antagonisms and frustrations of peoples
just enierging into nationhood.
Thus they are likely to be more
tolerant than the activists in
the Plans Division of the flamboyant nationalism and socialist
orientation of the leaders in
former colonies and more flexible than many of the State
Department's cautious and
legalistic diplomats.
In discussing the Portuguese
rritories of Angola of Mozamue, •for example, the anasts are said to take the attude that change is Inevitable,
at the United States has to
al with a pluralistic world.
The State Department, on the
threr
umhand, tends to be diverted
Portuguese sensitivities and
e North Atlantic Treaty Or' tion base in the Azores,
so a Portuguese territory.
One State Department officer
said that "there are more liberal
Intellectuals per square inch at
C.I.A. than anywhere else in
the government."
The operators and agents of
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the Plans Division, on the other
hand, are described as more
conservative in their economic
outlook and more single-minded
in their anti-Communism. This
is particularly true of those
engaged in deep-cover operations, many of whom are exmilitary people or men formerly
in the Office of Strategic Services of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation,
It has been said, however,
that many of the agents
who are essentially information
gatherers and who work under
transparent cover are as sophisticated as the analysts back

home, and like them are sympathetic to the "anti-Coramanist left" in underdeveloped
countries.
The C.I.A. agents abroad fall
into two groups — both and
the Plans Division.
First, there are those engaged
in the really dirty business the spies and counterspies, the
saboteurs, the leaders en paramilitary operations, the suborners of revolution. Such agents
operate under deepest cover, and
their activities become known
only when they are unfortunate
enough to be caught and "surfaced" for political or propaganda purposes.
While such operatives may
be known to "the chief of station" — the top C.I.A. officer
in any country — they are
rarely known to the American
Ambassador, although he may
sometimes be aware of their
17E34 5. Oa. In fact, these deep
agents are not known to the
C.I.Aes Intelligence Division in
Washington, and their reports
are not identified to it by name.
Correspondents of The New
Fork Times- say they have
never, with certlientsee been able
to identity one of the,* agents,
although' they'll/wet:AI" occasion
run across some .tthaitisuntable
American of whom they have
had their suspicions. Often unknown to each other, the deep
agents masquerade as businessmen, tourists, scholars, stu,dents, missionaries or charity
workers.
Second, there are those
agents, by far the larger number, who operate under the
looser cover of the official
diplomatic mission. In the mission register they are listed as
political or economic officers,
Treasury representatives, consular officers or employes of the
Agency for International Development (the United States
foreign aid agency) or United
States Information Agency. The
C.I.A. chief of station may be
listed as a special assistant I,
to the Ambassador or as She tops
political officer.
Not Very Secret
This official cover is so thin;

as to be meaningless except to
avoid embarrassment for the
host government. These agents
usually are readily identifiable.
The chief of station is recognized as the mall with a car as
big as the Ambassador's and
a house that is sometimes— as
in Lagos, Nigeria—better.
In practically all the allied
countries the C.I.A. agents
identify themselves to host governments, and actually work In
close cooperation with Cabinet
'officials, local intelligence and
police.
In some embassies the C.I.A.
agents outnumber the regular
political and economic officers.
1n a few they have made up as
such as 75 per cent of the
ktliplomatic mission.
The chief of station often has
more money than the Ambassador. Sometimes he has been
in the country longer and is
better Informed than the Ambassador.
For all these reasons the host
especially
government,
in
underdeveloped areas of the
world, may prefer to deal with
the chrkf of station rather than
the Ambassador, believing him
to have readier access to top
policy-makings officials in
Washington.
Top Quality People
Obviously the number of
agents abroad is a closely held
secret, kept from even such
close Presidential advisers in
the past as the historian Arthur,
M. Schlesinger Jr. In his book
"A Thousand Days," Mr.
Schlesinger states that those
"under official cover overseas"
number almost as many as
State Department employes.
This would be roughly 5,600.
The actual number, however,
Is believed to be considerably
less, probably around' 2,200.
The secrecy of identification
can lead to some amusing situations. Once when Allen Dulles,
then C.I.A. director, visited New
Delhi, every known "spook"
iC.I.A, man) was lined up in
an anteroom of the embassy to
greet him. At that moment a.
newspaper correspondent who
had been interviewing Mr.
Dulles walked out of the inner
office. A look of bewilderment
crossed the faces of the C.I.A.
men, plainly asking, "Is this
one we didn't know about!
air. Schlesinger has written
that "in some areas the C.I.A.
had outstripped the State Department in the quality of its
personnel."
Almost without exception ,

correspondents of The New
York Times reported that the
men at the top overseas were
men of "high competence and
discipline," "extremely knowing,' ,"imaginative," "sharp and
scholarly" and "generally some- i
what better than those in State 1
in work and dedication."
But they also found that .
below the top many C.I.A.
people were "a little thin" and ,
did not compare so favorably
with Foreign Service officers
on the same level.
The C.I.A. screens and rescreens appliCants, because It is
quite aware of the attraction
that secrecy holds for the psychopath, the misfit and the immature person.
.
The greatest danger obviously lies in the area of special
operations. Although It is genlerally agreed that the agents
overt and covert — have
been for the most part men of
competence and character, the
p.I.A. has also permitted some
of limited intelligence and of
motional instability to get
through its screen and has even
assigned them to sensitive
'tasks, with disastrous results.
One example was the assignment of a man known as "Frank
Bender" as contact with Cuban
[
le leaders during the preinaries of the Bay of Pigs
eration. A German refugee
th only a smattering of Span! h and no understanding of
tin America or Latin
meter, Bender antagonized
a more liberal of the leaders
his bullying and his obvious
artiallty for the Cuban right.
Offices in This Country
The C.I.A. maintains field offices in 30 American cities, These
offices are overt but discreet.
Their telephone numbers are
listed under "Central Intelligence Agency" or "United
States Government," but no address is given. Anyone wanting
the address must know the
name of the office directive
whose telephone number and
dress are listed.
At one time these field ofces sought out scholars, busl;essmen, students and even
rdinary tourists whom they
new to be planning a trip bend the Iron Curtain and asked
ern to record their observeons and report to the C.I.A.
their return.
, Very little of this assertedly
a done any more, probably because of some embarrassing arrests and Imprisonment of tourists and students. While the
CIA. deals frankly with businessmen, it reputedly does not
compromise their traveling
representatives.
Most of the work of domestic
field agents involves contacts
with industry and universities.
For example, an agent, on instructions from headquarters,
will seek evaluation of captured
equipment, analysis of the color
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of factory smoke as a clue to
production, an estimate of production capacity from the size
of a factory, or critiques of
articles in technical and scientific Journals.
The Human Inadequacy
. In greater secrecy, the C.I.A.
subsidizes, In whole or in part, a
wide range of enterprises "private" foundations, book and
magazine publishers, schools of
international studies in universities, law offices, "businesses"
of various kinds and foreign
broadcasting stations. Some of
these perform real and valuable
work for the C.I.A. Others ar
not much more than "mail
drops."
Yet all these human activities, all the value received and
the dangers surmounted, all the
organization and secrecy, all the
trouble averted and all the setbacks encountered, still do not
describe the work of the C.I.A.
For the most gifted of analysts,
the most crafty of agents like all human beings — have
their limitations.
At the time when the Americans were successfully keeping
the Congo out of the Communist orbit, it still took the same
men several months to slip an
African agent into Stanleyville
in the Congo to check on the
lives and fate of some arrested
Americans.
Men are fallible and limited,
and the demands on the C.I.A.
are almost infinite: that is why,
today, some of the most valuable spies are not human and
some of the most omnipotent
agents hum through the
heavens, and above.

Tomorrow: The C.I.A.
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HOME OF THE CIA.: Central Intelligence Agency has its headquarters at Langley, Va., near the Potomac River
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SENATORS WEIGH
NEW C.I.A. REINS
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formed sources said he called
today's meeting precisely to
consider such an expansion.
These sources said also that
two recent disclosures of C.I.A.
apparently
had
activities
brought the whole issue to a
head in the Senate watchdog
oup.
The first of these was the
velation that n t least five
Q .A. agents operated In South
etnam during the late 1950'5
der the cover of a multi-mildollar technical assistance
lii
pi gram conducted for the govment of the late President
N o Dinh Diem by Michigan
to University.
Intercedes in Suit .
The second was the disclosure!
that the C.I.A. Interceded In the
slander trial of one of its agents,
Juni Raus, an Estonian refugee.
who was being sued by Eerik
Heine, another Estonian emigre. Mr. Heine charged that Mr.
Raus had publicly called him ,
an agent of the R.G.B., the ;
Soviet Intelligence agency.
In a public memorandum addressed to the Federal Court in
Baltimore, the C.I.A. said It
had ordered Mr. Raus to cease'
testifying in order to protect
the United States foreign Intelligence apparatus. Mr. Raus
claimed immunity on the ground
that the alleged slander had
been committed in the course
of his C.I.A. duties.
Several days ago Senator J. W.
Fuibright, chairman of the For.
eign Relations Committee, wrote
to Senator Russell suggesting
that they discuss the possibility
of having representatives from
his committee on the watchdog
group. It could not be learned
whether Mr. Russell has replied
to this letter.
Senator Eugene S. McCarthy,
Democrat of Minnesota, and a
member of the Foreign Relations Committee, has expressed
concern that the C.I.A. "is making foreign policy and In so
doing is assuming the roles of
President and Congress."
Mr. McCarthy has introduced
a resolution calling for a "full
and complete" study of the effect of C.I.A. operations on
policymaking by a special subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee. He also favors
expanding the present oversight
group to include members of the
Foreign Relations Committee.
Responsibility Cited
Today Mr. McCarthy said that,
In view of the Michigan State

and Raus cases, Congress would
be rejecting "a very basic constitutional responsibility" if it
did not begin "to exercise some
degree of jurisdiction beyond
what it is exercising now."
"Either the special group
doesn't know about these
things and it should, or it does
know and tolerates them," Mr.
McCarthy said.
Senator Mike Mansfield of
Montana, the Majority Leader,
said with a smile that the pro-

oosal to widen the watchdog
committee was "not a bad

B

In 1954 Mr. Mansfield introed a resolution to create a
man joint committee—six
each house—to maintain 1
fr
tiny on fhe C.I.A.
he resolution had 34 consors. However, much of the
rt evaporated under the
sition of Senator Russell
Senator Leverett SaltonI, Republican of Massaalints, who agreed with the then
.A. director, Allen W. Dulles,
t the joint committee might
ardize security.
When the Mansfield resolution finally came to a vote in
1956, 14 sponsors reversed
themselves, and it was defeated. 59 to 27.
Besides Mr. Russell and Mr.
Saltonstall, the present watchdog committee is made up of
Democrats John Stennis of Mississippi, Carl Hayden of Arizona, Stuart Symington of Missouri, and Republicans Milton R.
Young of North Dakota and
Margaret Chase Smith of Maine.
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C.I.A. Is Child of Pearl Harbor and Cold War
SPtda: to Th.. New York Timm
Central Intelligence, and as such
WASHINGTON, April 25 - Japanese Attack Led to Its he is responsible for the whole
The Central Intelligence Agency
"intelligence community," which
Start — Problems With
traces Its beginnings to the inencompasses nine other departtelligence failure that made the
Soviet Made It Grow
ments and agencies.
Japanese sneak attack on Pearl
Harbor possible. The agency
Representatives of these
owes its phenomenal growth to
agencies sit on a United States
the cold war with the Soviet of secrecy was firmly buttoned Intelligence Board, which is
Union.
up against inquiry by the stand- chaired by the C.I.A. director.
As a consequence of Pearl ing committees of
Congress. In The C.I.A.'s representative on
Harbor, President Roosevelt in
this board is the Deputy DirecJune, 1942, established the Of- the Central Intelligence Agency tor, now Richard M; Helms, who
fice of Strategic Services under Act, Congress allowed the was an O.S.S. officer during
Gen. William J. (Wild Bill) agency to do the following:
World War II, stayed on in the
Donovan to supplement the inqDisregard laws that re- C.I.A., and succeeded Richard
telligence-gathering of the mili- quired "disclosure of the organi- M. Bissell as Deputy Director
tary services. But the O.S.S.,
of Plans after the Bay of Pigs
from the outset, also involved zation, functions, names, official: disaster,
itself in such special operations titles, salaries, or numbers of
Next to the C.I.A., the largest
as the parachuting of spies be- personnel . employed by the and most important members of
agency."
hind enemy lines,
the Intelligence community are
Soon after V. J. Day, Presi- qExpend funds without re- the National Security Agency
dent Truman abolished the gard to laws and regulations and the Defense Intelligence
O.S.S. Four months later, in governing expenditures, and Agency.
January, 1946, he created by with no other accounting than The National Security Agency
executive order the National In- the director's vouchers.
which was established by PresiMake contracts and pur- dential directive in 1952,
telligence Authority, composed
is
of the Secretaries of State, War chases without advertising.
charged chiefly with the conqTransfer funds to and from struction of codes for the United
and Navy and his personal military adviser, Adm. William D. other Government agencies,
States and the breaking
the
Contract for research outside codes of enemy, allied andofneuLeahy, At the same time the
President established a succes- the Government.
tral nations. Its headquarters a' t,
qProvide special expense al- Fort Meade, Md., Is stuffed with
sor to the O.S.S. under the intelligence authority. The new lowances for staff abroad.
electronic equipment and comqAcimit up to 100 aliens and puters, and it has radio Interorganization was called the
members
of
their
families
Central Intelligence Group,
a cept stations throughout the
year.
world.
G.I.A. Created in 1947
The operations, number of perEillienkoetter Given Charge
Rear Adm. Sidney W. Souers
sonnel and budget of the Nawas the first head of the Cen- However, the specifics of the tional Security
Agency are
tral Intelligence Group. He re- 1947 and 1949 legislation. are secrets even more closely held
mained only five months. He not the only basis for the than those of the C.I.A. But
was succeeded by Gen. Hoyt S. agency's operations. Under that the code agency's annual expenVandenberg of the Air Force legislation, the National Secur- ditures, because of its costly
who gave way In May. 1947, to ity Council is permitted to issue equipment, have been estimated
Rear Adm. Roscoe H, Mien- directives to the C.I.A. Director, at twice that of CLA., or
and It Is under such secret di- reughly Si-billion a year.
koetter.
. .
The C.I.A. was established by rectives—often proposed by the
The Defense Intelligence
the National Security Act of Director himself — that the Agency, set up in October,
1981,
1947, which placed' the armed agency engages in many of Its is responsible for coordinating
services under a new Depart- activities.
conflicting intelligence of three
ment of Defense and created Admiral Hillenkoetter was di- services—Army G-2, the Office
:he National Security Council.
rector of the new agency for its of Naval Intelligence and Alr
The act gave the C.I.A. the first three years. His succes- Force A-2. The Defense Intellifollowing five duties:
sor, was Gen. Walter Bedell gence Agency also produces for
1To advise 'the National Se- Smith, World War U Chief of the (United States Intelligence
curity Council on intelligence Staff to Gen. Dwight D. Eisen- Board) the official intelligence
matters.
hower. General Smith served estimate of the Department of
qT0 make recommendations until Feb. 10, 1953, when Allen Defense.
for intelligence coordination.
W. Dulles was made director.
Representatives of the servtiTo correlate and evaluate in- Mr. Dulles remained until Sep- ices sit on the Intelligence
telligence and disseminate It tember, 1961.
Board. Also represented on the
within the Government.
President Kennedy selected as Board is the State Department's
qTo perform for the existing his successor John A. McCone, Bureau of Intelligence and Reintelligence agencies "such addi- who had been Under Secretary search. This is an analysis, and
tional services of common con- of the Air Force during the not a collecting agency, and is
cern as the National Security first two years of the Korean principally concerned that forCouncil determines can be more War and the chairman of the eign policy considerations are
efficiently accomplished cen- Atomic Energy Commission given due weight. The State Detrally."
during the last three years of partment bureau has about 300
qTo perform "such other the Eisenhower Administration. employes and a budget of about
functions and duties related to
;4.5-million.
Coordinating Agency
Intelligence" as the security
The Atomic Energy CommisMr. McCone served until April sion, which is responsible for the
council would direct.
Congress also directed that 28, 1965, surrendering his re- various devices, including air
the other intelligence agencies sponsibilities to Adm. William sampling and seismic instrushould remain In business, that F. Raborn on the day President ments, for detecting nuclear
the C.I.A. director should be re- Johnson decided to send Marines tests by other nations, Is also
"aponsible for guarding secrets, into the Dominican Republic.
on the Intelligence Board.
and that the agency should have The responsibilities and pow- The final member of the com"no police, subpoena, law-en- ers of the Director of the C.I.A. munity Is the Federal Bureau of
forcement powers. or internal reach far beyond those of his Investigation, whose Division 5
security functions."
own agency. By statute he also is responsible for catching doIn 1949, the agency's cloak has the title of Director of , mestic spies.

